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In this paper we study in the context of compact totally disconnected groups 
the relationship between the smoothness of a function and its membership in 
the Fourier algebra R(G). Specifically, we define a notion of smoothness which 
is natural for totally disconnected groups. This in turn leads to the notions of 
Lipshitz condition and bounded variation. We then give a condition on or which 
if satisfied implies Lip,(G) C R(G). 0 n certain groups this condition becomes: 
01 > 4 (Bernstein’s theorem). We then give a similar condition on 01 which if 
satisfied implies that Lip,(G) n BV(G) C J?(G). On certain groups this condi- 
tion becomes: a > 0 (Zygmund’s theorem). Moreover we show that a: > 4 is 
best possible by showing that LipliZ $ R(G). 
The basic background references for this paper are Hewitt and Ross [l] for 
the harmonic analysis and Zygmund [4] for the comparison of our results with 
the classical ones. For the sake of convenience we begin by reviewing some 
definitions (all of which may be found in [I]) which we use. Also for convenience 
we use the same notation as in [l]. 
Let G be a compact group. Let (T be an equivalence class of continuous irre- 
ducible unitary representations of G. The set of all such c is called the dual 
object of G and is denoted by 2. For each (T E 2Y fix a Vu) E CJ and let HO be the 
Hilbert space in which CPU) acts. The dimension of H,, is denoted by d,, and 
called the degree of u; it is necessarily finite. A trigonometric polynomial is 
a function on G of the form 
x --f c d, tr A,,@‘, 
D 
where the sum is finite, A, E B(H,) (the operators on HO), and tr is the ordinary 
trace. In each H, we also fix a conjugation D, ; then c?J~) is defined to be 
0, Q?D, . For frzLr(G) the Fourier transform f is defined by 
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The Fourier series off is 
c do trf(a) Uk’. 
0 
Define 6?(Z) to be the set of functions E: Z --+ & B(H,) such that E(a) E &Ho). 
We consider the following norms on &: 
II E II1 = c de tr I E(4, 
0 
where j E(o)/ is the positive definite part of E(o); 
II E II2 = 1 do tr E(a) -W”, 
where E(a)” is the adjoint of E(o); 
II E I/m = sup II &)ll, 0 
where 11 /I is the operator norm in H,, . Let 
We then have 
with II /I1 3 11 II2 > 11 Ilrn . The subspaces b,(Z) are Banach spaces under their 
respective norms. In fact, under the pairing 
(E,F) = c d, tr E(o)F(u)“, 
0 
b,(Z) is the dual space of &i(Z) and b,(Z) is a Hilbert space. According to the 
Peter-Weyl theorem f -f” is an isomrorphism of the Hilbert spaces L2(G) and 
8z(Z). The Fourier algebra R(G) is defined to be the inverse image of &‘JX) 
under the Fourier transform and \lfllacc, is defined to be lljllr . If H is a closed 
normal subgroup of G, then A(,Z, H) is the set of all (J E 2 such that 77:) = I 
for all x E H. The set A(& H) is called the annihilator of H in Z. 
We now restrict our attention to compact totally disconnected groups whose 
dual objects are countable or equivalently, which have a countable neighborhood 
base at the identity e. For such a group G there exists a countable neighborhood 
base G = G,,1 Gr .*. at e consisting of open normal subgroups [3, p. 1321. 
For 01 > 0 let 
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where m(s) denotes Haar measure and where n(h) is the index for which 
h E Grs(h)\Gn(h)+l - Of course Lip,(G) is the set of functions on G for which 
II f IILip,(G) < ~0, and then LMG) is a closed subspace of C(G) and is a Banach 
space under the norm 11 /Irip, . 
We need the following two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let H be an open (hence closed) normal subgroup of a compact 
group G. 
(4 1 do2 = m(H)-I. 
oeAL.c,H) 
(b) 1, U!$ dx = m(H)IdO, u E A(& H), 
= 0, u $47 H). 
Proof. Since the Haar measures of any two cosets of H are equal, and since G 
is the disjoint union of the cosets of H, m(H) divides m(G) = 1 and so the index 
of H in G is m(H)-l. The dual object of G/H can (and will) be identified with 
A(& H) [l, p. 651. If 6 
(5 E A(& H), and 116 11; = 
is the delta function on G/H then 8(o) = IdO for 
card(G/H) = m(H)-l. By the Peter-Weyl theorem 
11 6 11,” = c d, trIdmld”, = c d:. 
UGA(Z,H) UEAW,H) 
This proves (a) 
Next consider the function 4 defined by C(x) = 1 for x E H and C(x) = 0 
for x $ H. Then 
J(u) = jH DJJ?’ D, dx = D, s, Ut’ dx D, . 
Since D 2 = I D 43 ’ we have for (T E A(& H) 
Using the Peter-Weyl theorem we have 
m(H) = II d II,” = c 4 tr&4&4- 
= .,FHj d,2m(ff)2 t .,FH,, 4 tr&u) d(u)-. 
Using part (a) on the first member on the right gives 
0 = c d, tr &u)&u)-. 
AtusH)’ 
+/29/3-4 
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Since tr&a) d(o)- 
it follows that J(c) 
is the sum of the squared moduli of the eigenvalues of q(c), 
= 0 f or all u E A(& H). This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
It is interesting to note that (b) need not hold when H is nonormal. For 
example take the symmetric group 6, and the nonormal subgroup ((I), (12)). 
The group 6, has a two-dimensional irreducible unitary representation U 
such that with respect to a certain basis in the space on which U acts, 
[l, p. 481. Hence 
LEMMA 2. Let H be a closed normal subgroup of G and let 
f(x) = c d, tr B,,U$” 
OEK 
be a trigonometric polynomial so that K n A(,& H) is void. Then there exists an 
h E H such that 
21fll2,<I’hf-fli22~ 
where hf (x) = f (hx). 
Proof. Let H(O) = W) + U(O)” ; then by Lemma l(b) 
s 
H’“’ dx = 0 T for CJ 4 A(& H). 
H 
Hence, 
j 1 d, tr BuB;HE) dx = 2 d, tr B,B,” \ Hk) dx = 0. 
HK K -H 
Since the integrand in the first integral is real, there exists an h-l E H such that 
Hence, 
2 c d, tr BuB; < 2 c d, tr BuB; - c d, tr B,B;Hzt 
K 
= c &. tr B,(21d0 - fFl) B,” 
K 
= C do tr [B,( U$ - Id,)l[&,(U~l - &,)I”, 
K 
which gives the result by invoking the Peter-Weyl theorem again. 
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We are now ready to prove our analog of Bernstein’s theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a compact totally disconnectedgroup. Suppose f E Lip,(G) 
relatke to the neighborhood system {Gm}~CO and 
i. (m(G,+,)-l - m(Gn)-1)1’2m(Gn)a < 00; 
then f E S(G). 
COROLLARY. Suppose that m(G,)/m(G,+,) is bounded in n. Then Lipa C 
52(G) for all cx > 4. 
Proof. Let K, = A(& G,+,)\A(Z, G,). Then 
llf II R(G) = c do tr If( = C C 4, tr I .fCdl 
By Lemma I(a), 
Putting 
c d,’ = c do2 - c d02 
OOK, AL?.Z, G,+l) A(Z.G,) 
= VZ(G,+,)-~ - m(G,)-l. 
fn(x) = 1 dO trf^(O)Uk) 
OEKn 
we have by Lemma 2 that there exists an h E G, so that 
llfn 11; < 2-l II h(fd - fn 11; . (2) 
Also 
tdfn) -fn ii; < Ii hf -f iit < /I hf -f ii: < C24GJ2” 
if f E Lip&(G). Using (2) and (3) in (1) we have 
;if !h(G) < C c WC+,)-l - dGJ-1Y’2 m(Gn)d, 
II 
(3) 
which proves the theorem. 
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Some remarks are in order. 
(1) These Lipschitz classes are nontrivial for all 0 < 01 < co. For 
example, 
f(x) = f m(G,)a ,F, di2 tr Uk’ 
n=l ” 
belongs to LipJG). 
(2) Our results could be stated in terms of metrics. Specifically, it can 
be shown that 
4x, Y) = m(G), if xy-r E Gn\G,+r , 
= 0, if xy-l = e, 
defines a translation invariant metric on G and of course gives the topology of G. 
(3) The sum of Theorem 1 may be infinite for all 01 > 0. This occurs when 
m(G,)/m(G,+,) > 2%‘. Since m(G,)/m(G,+,) is the index of G,,, in G,, examples 
of such groups are easily constructed. For instance, let 
G = fi Z,,, , 
?t=l 
where { pn) is a sequence of primes so that p, > 2n*. For this group, no system 
of open subgroups exists for which the sum in Theorem 1 is finite. 
The variation V(f) off relative to a neighborhood system of open subgroups 
(Gn}~=p=o is defined by 
V(f) = SUP c SUP If(x) -f(Y)l* 
n coC/G, =.?JEC 
Let BV(G) be the set of functions such that V(f) is finite. We now give the analog 
of Zygmund’s theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a compact totally disconnected group. Suppose 
f E Lip&G) n BV(G) relative to the neighborhood system {G,}~xO and 
$ (m(G,+,)-l - m(Gn)-1)1/2 m(Gn)1/2+U/2 < co; 
thenfE S(G). 
COROLLARY. Suppose that m(G,)/m(G,+l) is bounded in n. Then Lip=(G) n 
BV(G) CR(G) for all 01 > 0. 
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Proof. Let h E G, , N = card(G/G,) = m(G,)-1, and x1 ,..., xN a set of 
representatives from the cosets of G, . Then 
Integrating this inequality over G gives 
Since the /j I/,-norm is translation invariant, and N = m(G,)-1, we get from (1) 
that 
From the proof of Theorem 1 we find that 
llflhcc, < C WG,+,)-l - MGzF1Y2 II h,f-fll2 2 
n 
where h, E G, . Using (2) in this last inequality completes the proof. 
When G is the circle group, the standard proof that Lipl,2(G) (#R(G) uses 
the Rudin-Shapiro polynomials. When G is non-Abelian this technique fails. 
We therefore employ a procedure introduced by Mitjagin [2] which is based on 
absolutely summing operators. However, we avoid explicit reference to the notion 
of absolutely summing operators. 
LEMMA 3. Given {El ,..., Ek} C 8, , there exist complex numbers t$ ,..., 0, 
of modulus 1 such that 
Proof. Let 
where %(Hd,) is the group of unitary operators on H,, . Let 
F,(U) = 1 4, t+%(u) T,U), 
D 
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where 7~~ is the canonical projection of 9 onto @(Hd,). This series converges 
iriP( By [I, p. 3911 
Adding these inequalities gives 
Hence there exists a U E 9 and complex numbers 0, ,..., f?, of modulus 1 so that 
where U is now regarded as an element of b, . Since II U Ilrn = 1 the lemma is 
proved. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a compact totally disconnected group. Then 
Lip,/,(G) P s(G). 
Proof. If Lip,,,(G) C R(G) then it is easy to see by the closed graph theorem 
that this inclusion is continuous. Given an arbitrary positive integer M we will 
construct a trigonometric polynomial f such that /If ]ILlpl,,(G) < 10 and 
]I f I]a(o, > M, which contradicts the continuity of the inclusion. Let 
g(4 = f m(GP2 b&4, 
n=1 
where +,, is the indicator function of G, . Then 
II g Ill < C m(G,Y < C 2-*12 < 2. 
n n 
Suppose h E G,\G,+, for some k, then 
II hg - g Ill G c m(GF2 II dn - & II1 .11 
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But, II,&, - 4% ]I1 equals 2m(G,) if 71 > k and equals 0 if n < k. Hence, 
11 hg - &’ 111 < 2 c 4GP < fd’%~)~‘~. 
n>k 
Choose N so that m(G,)-1 > 2ij2M. Put J’ = m(G,)-l. Let PI ,..., Pj be the 
indicator functions of the cosets of G,v . Put Ei = ,$pi (i = I,...,i) and apply 
Lemma 3 to get 0i , . . . . ej and define Q by 
Q = i eipi , 
i=l 
Letf=g*Q,sothat 
f = i eiEi . 
i=l 
Note that II Q Ilrn = 1, since the Pi have disjoint supports. If h E G,\G,+, then 
Hence, 
II hf-film = II h(g*Q) - k*Q)llm 
= iI * Q - g * Q km 
< 11 hg - g 111 /I Q 11~0 < f3’4Gn)1’2. 
IlfllLip,,,(G) = llfllm + h=&Pej 11 hf -film 4Gd-1’2 < 10, 
where n(h) is the index such that h E Gn(h)\Gn(h)+l . Now 
We estimate /I Ei /I2 = I/ g * Pi 11a. Note that g JF Pi is a translate of g * 4N and there- 
fore has the same I/ /I,-norm. Since g >, m(GN)-l/“& > 0, we have 
Therefore, 
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